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Abstract 

This paper develops schematics and evaluates the performance of hybrid mesh turbomachinery at the patenting stage of 

individual technical solutions. This type of turbomachine uses reduced-sized blades and also forms flow channels with a mesh 

structure between the blades. The research methods are based on simulations using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and 

additive technologies. An intermediate conclusion is that a new scientific direction for investigating and creating hybrid mesh 

turbomachinery equipped with mesh jet control systems was formed to develop Euler's ideas. This paper describes new 

possibilities for the simultaneous implementation of two workflows in a single impeller: 1) Turbine workflow, and 2) 

Compressor workflow. Calculation methods showed possible improvements in the performance of the new turbomachines. 

This paper considers options for mesh turbomachine operation in the two-stage gas generator mode with partial involvement 

of atmospheric air in the workflow. Preliminary calculations based on examples show that it is possible to expect a two- to 

four-times increase in thrust when using hybrid mesh turbomachines. Ongoing studies mainly focus on developing multi-

mode turbomachinery that works in complicated conditions, such as offshore oil and gas fields, but some research results are 

applicable in other industries, for example, in developing hybrid propulsion systems or propulsors. 

Keywords: Mesh Turbomachine; Turbine; Compressor; Research; Simulation; Patenting; Computational Fluid Dynamics. 

 

1. Introduction 

Within the framework of mechanical engineering science, the most relevant problem is finding ways to increase the 

specific performance of machines with a rational use of energy. To solve this problem and develop Euler's ideas, 

specialists at Gubkin University carried out a series of research studies on developing hybrid mesh turbomachines [1–

6]. In these machines, flow channels have a mesh structure. In common understanding, a mesh represents a larger 

geometric area by having smaller discrete cells. In a mesh turbomachine, a set of smaller blades replaces blades of a 

larger size through the formation of flow channels in the form of a mesh structure. 

Studies have revealed new possibilities for controlling the flows of gases and liquids [5]. The control range for the 

deflection angle of the velocity vector (thrust vector) at the gas (liquid) outlet from the nozzle has been extended [1, 5]. 

It has been shown that this deflection angle of the velocity vector can take on any value within a geometric sphere. These 
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scientific developments can be used in the creation of new mesh turbomachines capable of working in complicated 

conditions, including gas-liquid media. Analysis of scientific publications shows that this area of turbomachinery 

remains poorly studied. The authors of this paper propose to pay attention to the emerging opportunities for 

implementing two working processes in one impeller (turbine workflow and pump workflow). Here, it is reasonable to 

evaluate and consider the main trends of modern development in the field of turbomachinery and control systems (from 

different industries). 

Studies have revealed new possibilities for controlling the flows of gases and liquids [5]. The control range for the 

deflection angle of the velocity vector (thrust vector) at the gas (liquid) outlet from the nozzle has been extended [1, 5]. 

It has been shown that this deflection angle of the velocity vector can take any value within a geometric sphere. These 

scientific developments can be used in the creation of new mesh turbomachines capable of working in complicated 

conditions, including gas-liquid media. An analysis of scientific publications shows that this area of turbomachinery 

still remains poorly studied. The authors of this paper propose to pay attention to the emerging opportunities for 

implementing two working processes in one impeller (turbine workflow and pump workflow). Here, it is reasonable to 

evaluate and consider the main trends of modern development in the field of turbomachinery and control systems (from 

different industries). 

It is well-known that production systems for oil and gas production, transportation, and refining actively use 

advanced scientific developments from other industries, including aviation technologies and modified aircraft engines. 

In this regard, conducting a system analysis of structures and generalizing experience in machine design is not limited 

to any one industry, and the issues are considered from the general positions of the mechanical engineering science. 

Currently, the mesh structures are studied mainly to reduce the product weight while preserving their strength 

characteristics [7, 8]. Note that modern additive technologies maximize the rigidity of the rotor structure while 

minimizing the rotor mass [9-11], which is essential for controlling the vibration activity of rotating parts and units. 

Using additive technology, it is now also possible to create complex compositions of metallic and ceramic materials that 

are difficult or impossible to obtain in other ways [12]. The peculiarities of gas-dynamic processes in creating lattice 

wings [13-15] and aircraft [16-18] have been studied. Parts of modern turbines experience high thermal loads [19–21], 

which require finding new solutions for designing cooled blades. The leading edge is a critical area of a gas turbine 

blade and is often insufficiently cooled [22]. 

Hybrid systems containing two engines based on different physical principles have been actively discussed [23-25]. 

Engines are equipped with special nozzles for the thrust vector control [26, 27]. The features of the flows at the nozzle 

outlet have been studied [28-30]. Research into hydrogen fuel [31] and detonation engines has intensified [32].  The 

presented scientific developments and technical achievements are now considered from the position of their applicability 

in the development of promising mesh turbomachines. 

The authors of this paper developed and published the following hypothesis [1–6]: it is advisable to develop energy-

saving technologies and techniques at the junction of two scientific and technical directions: the first direction relates to 

mesh hybrid turbomachines, the second - to jet control systems to control the velocity vector (thrust vector). The mesh 

structure of the turbo-machine flow path provides strength and rigidity to the rotor structure with a low mass. The jet 

control system has high reliability (due to the small number of moving parts) with a low mass of the entire system. 

The main project objectives within this scientific paper are to identify promising areas of technology and engineering 

development using hybrid mesh turbomachines and new opportunities to improve the methodology of designing 

turbomachines within the training of modern designers. Ongoing studies mainly focus on developing multi-mode 

turbomachinery working in complicated conditions, such as offshore oil and gas fields. However, some research results 

are applicable to solving practical tasks in other industries, including increasing the efficiency of energy conversion 

processes, electric power generation, aviation, and marine transportation systems. 

2. Methods 

The research object is a set of gas-dynamic and hydrodynamic processes at different flow modes through rotating 

and stationary channels with a mesh structure. This paper develops schematics and evaluates the performance of hybrid 

mesh turbomachinery at the patenting stage of individual technical solutions. The methods and methodology of this 

work are experimental and theoretical methods for studying gas-dynamic and hydrodynamic processes, including 

computer simulation use, prototyping methodologies, and additive technologies. This scientific research used a well-

known interdisciplinary approach and methodology [33], always considering a set of the following processes and 

conditions: 

 Blade and vortex, pump (or compressor) and turbine workflows; 

 Coalescence and dispersion processes, cavitation in liquid and gas-liquid mixtures, separation in multiphase media; 

 Workflows in the presence of solid particles in a fluid flow, at a point or distributed power input, at series and 

parallel connection of machines, in one-stage or multistage machinery, flow processes considering hydraulic 

friction and impact losses with partial pressure recovery at constant and variable resistance coefficients; 
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 The development or attenuation of individual hydrodynamic (gas-dynamic) processes in different points of the 

engine working chamber when changing the parameters of the working fluid; 

 The features of changes in the physical properties of the liquid or gas-liquid mixture at different points in the 

machine flow path; 

 Conditions of presence (or absence) of axial symmetry for solid walls in flow channels (and for the fluid flow), 

conditions and methods used for machine regulation, conditions for steady (or impulse) flow regime in individual 

zones and flow channels. 

Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the research methodology. 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the research methodology 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Development of Schematics for Hybrid Mesh Turbomachinery 

The ongoing research considers new approaches for developing special hybrid turbomachines with the simultaneous 
implementation of turbine and pump (or compressor) workflows in the flow channels of one impeller. It also searches 
for ways to increase specific indicators of machines with reasonable energy use. Figure 2 shows a new scheme to 
describe the developed and patented turbomachine [6] under the RF utility model patent No. 213280. 

 

Figure 2. Scheme of the developed and patented turbomachine [6] under the RF utility model patent No. 213280: 1 – casing; 
2 – outlet channel (pressure 𝑷𝟐); 3 – working fluid inlet channel (pressure 𝑷𝟎); 4 – pumped fluid inlet channel (pressure 𝑷𝟏); 
5 – mixing chamber; 6 – impeller; 7 – shaft; 8 – nozzle diaphragm; 9 – annular channel; 10 – turbine blades. 

Development of the working hypothesis of two 
workflows in one impeller 

Development of a hybrid turbomachine schematic 
diagram 

Computer simulation of a hybrid turbomachine 

Developing a 3D model and creating a prototype on 
a 3D printer 

Patenting of a new technical solution in the field of 
hybrid turbomachines 

Planning of training works and applied research in 

the field of hybrid turbomachines 

Positive results have been 

obtained 

Yes 

No 
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This turbomachine belongs to the field of pumping and compressor technology and is designed to pump liquids, 

gases, and their mixtures and is also applicable for developing thermal machines. Figure 3 shows a scheme of the 

impeller [6] under the RF utility model patent No. 213280. 

 

Figure 3. Scheme of the impeller 

The impeller 6 is equipped with a system of turbine blades 10. Flow channels 11 hydraulically connect the annular 

channel 9 with outlet channel 2. Turbine blades 10 can form a mesh structure. The mesh structure provides higher 

structural rigidity and strength with its low weight. Figure 4 shows a schematic unfolding of the impeller blade system 

[6] under the RF utility model patent No. 213280. 

 

Figure 4. Schematic unfolding of the impeller blade system 

The outlet edges of blades 10 are on a circle of diameter 𝐷4. In the scheme, the segment 𝐵0 corresponds to the 

circumference with the diameter 𝐷4, or 𝐵0 = 𝜋𝐷4. The working fluid flow coming out of the nozzle 8 interacts with the 

blades 10 when these blades, during their motion, overcome the path segment 𝐵1. Figure 5 shows the impeller with a 

nozzle diaphragm [6, 34] under the RF utility model patent No. 213280, No. 214113. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. Impeller with nozzle diaphragm in the assembly (3D model – isometric): a - Patent No. 213280 [6]; b – Patent No. 214113 [34] 

The fluid flow regime through the nozzle diaphragm 8 can be stationary or pulsed, depending on the current technical 

problem. The nozzle diaphragm 8 can have several outlets directed toward the turbine blades 10. To supply additional 

power, the shaft 7 can be connected to an additional engine (internal combustion engine or electric motor, not shown in 

the drawings), depending on the technical problem to be solved. To remove excessive power, the shaft 7 can be 

connected to an additional machine (electric generator, additional compressor, or pump, not shown in the drawings), 

depending on the technical problem to be solved. 

A variant of the turbomachine (Figure 5b) is also possible where the nozzle diaphragm 8 is connected to the flow-

through mixing heat exchange tube 12 with the possibility of pre-mixing the hot working medium with the cold pumped 

medium, where the inlet 13 and outlet 14 of the flow-through mixing heat exchange tube 12 communicate with the 

annular channel 9 and the mixing chamber 5. The flow mode of the working medium through the nozzle diaphragm 8 

and through the flow-through mixing heat exchange tube 12 can be stationary or pulsed, depending on the technical 

problem to be solved. The nozzle diaphragm 8 can have several outlets directed to the turbine blades 10, depending on 

the technical problem to be solved. Variants using two (or more) flow-through mixing heat exchange tubes 12 are 

possible. For example, the flow-through mixing heat exchange tube 12 can also have an additional nozzle diaphragm 15 

with an inlet channel 16 to activate the heat exchange processes [34]. 

The turbomachine works as follows (Figures 2 to 5). Through the inlet channel 3, the working fluid (liquid, gas, or 

gas-liquid mixture with high temperature) under pressure enters the nozzle diaphragm 8. A high-temperature jet of the 

working fluid, coming out from the nozzle diaphragm 8, forces the turbine blades 10, making the impeller 6 to rotate. 

Rotating impeller 6 forces on the pumped fluid and generates the pumped fluid (liquid, gas, or gas-liquid mixture) flow 

while the temperature of the pumped fluid can be significantly lower than that of the working fluid. Pumped fluid enters 

through the inlet channel 4, passes through the impeller and its flow channels 11, and discharges through the outlet 

channel 2. The working fluid passes through the flow channels 11 and mixes with the pumped fluid and discharges 

through the output channel 2. 

Thus, rotating impeller 6 equipped with a system of turbine blades 10 performs energy transfer from the working 

fluid to the pumped fluid. As the impeller 6 and turbine blades 10 rotate, either a flow of working fluid or pumped fluid 

periodically passes through flow channels 11. The high-temperature fluid flow heats the turbine blades 10, and the cooler 

pumped fluid flow removes heat and cools the turbine blades 10. 
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Due to favorable cooling conditions of turbine blades 10, it becomes possible to increase the working fluid (gas) 

temperature, which promotes the increase in efficiency of the workflow in the turbomachine, for example, for a thermal 

machine, when the pumped fluid is cold air, and the working fluid is the hot gas from a gas generator. Thus, the technical 

results improve the cooling conditions of turbine blades with the possibility of increasing the temperature of working 

gas and the efficiency of energy conversion in the flow path of the turbomachine. 

3.2. Application of Additive Technologies to Developing Micromodels (Prototypes) 

Figures 6 and 7 show photos of the turbomachine prototype under the RF utility model patent No. 213280 [6] 

developed using additive technologies, according to the schematics in Figures 2 to 5. 

 

Figure 6. Photo of the turbomachine prototype (variant) 

 

Figure 7. Photo of the turbomachine prototype (after removing the upper part of the casing) 

In such a turbomachine, the nozzle diaphragm can have a velocity vector (thrust vector) control system. This paper 

does not consider such a system, but other authors' publications described it [1–5]. 

3.3. Discussion of Approaches to the Calculation of Hybrid Machines Based on the Existing Theoretical Basis 

It is well-known that after the emergence of a patentable idea, an immediate need arises to verify the performance 

of a new technical solution. For this purpose, the first schematics and the first computational scheme for preliminary 

calculations are usually developed. According to the computational scheme, a mathematical model is developed, refined 

and complicated during research and design work. Let us consider the simplified scheme of the turbomachine (jet 

system), which implements the interaction of working and pumped fluids (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Scheme of the jet system for the energy converter: 1 – working fluid source, 2 –working chamber  
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Let us consider the mathematical model variant for the presented idealized jet system. The working fluid source (or 

gas generator) 1 makes it possible to form a jet of the working fluid at flow velocity 𝑣0 in the outlet cross-section with 

area 𝑓0 with the density of the working fluid 𝜌0; the volume flow rate of the working fluid 𝑄0 = 𝑓0𝑣0, and the mass flow 

rate of the working fluid 𝑄0̇ = 𝑄0𝜌0. The reactive force (or thrust – in aviation terminology) at the flow of the working 

fluid is known to be determined by the relationship 𝐹0 = 𝑄0𝜌0𝑣0. 

Working chamber 2 serves for energy conversion and forces the pumped fluid flow. It can have ejector/turbofan 

(turbocharger) or other machines. At the outlet of the working chamber 2, a jet at a flow velocity 𝑣2 in the outlet cross-

section area 𝑓2 with the density of the pumped fluid 𝜌2 (or the pumped and working fluid mixture) is formed. Here, the 

volume flow rate at the outlet of the chamber 2 is𝑄2 = 𝑓2𝑣2 mass flow rate – 𝑄2̇ = 𝑄2𝜌2, respectively. The reactive 

force or thrust at the outlet of the chamber 2 is determined using the formula 𝐹2 = 𝑄2𝜌2𝑣2. As is known, the kinetic 

energy of the fluid flow can be estimated through the power parameter as follows. 

𝑁0 = 𝑄0𝜌0
𝑣0

2

2
  (1) 

The kinetic energy of the flow at the outlet of the chamber 2 can be estimated through the power parameter: 

𝑁2 = 𝑄2𝜌2
𝑣2

2

2
  (2) 

The ratio of the volume flow rates is: 

𝑞 =
𝑄2

𝑄0
  (3) 

The coefficient of thrust amplification (change) is: 

𝐾𝐹 =
𝐹2

𝐹0
  (4) 

Publications [1–5] previously presented the results of laboratory tests of micromodels of mesh turbomachines and 

confirmed the performance of new technical solutions by recording of 𝐾𝐹 coefficient values ranging from 1.9 to 2.1 

when testing micromodels in the air in the turbofan mode. Figure 9 schematically presents variant 1 of the turbomachines 

shown in more detail in Figures 1 to 4. The flow with a volume flow rate 𝑄01 from the working fluid source (or from an 

additional fluid source with 𝑄02) is directed into the rotor channels. The pumped fluid with a volume flow rate 𝑄1 goes 

to the rotor center. The working and pumped fluid mixture with a volume flow rate 𝑄2 discharges through the outlet 

channel. 

 

Figure 9. Scheme of turbomachine (variant 1): 1 – inlet channel for pumped fluid; 2 – outlet channel for the mixture of 

working and pumped fluids; 3, 4 – inlet channels for working fluid; 5 – rotor; 6 – casing 

According to Figure 9, the flow with a volume flow rate 𝑄01 from the working fluid source 3 (or from an additional 

fluid source with𝑄02) is directed into the rotor channels. The pumped fluid with a volume flow rate 𝑄1 goes from inlet 

channel 1 to the center of the rotor 5. The working and pumped fluid mixture with a volume flow rate 𝑄2 discharges 

from casing 6 through the outlet channel 2. At the turbomachine outlet, a heat exchange chamber or an afterburner 

chamber with the supply of thermal energy 𝐿2 can be installed (Figure 10, variant 2). 
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Figure 10. Scheme of the turbomachine (variant 2) 

The following symbols are used for gas fluid operating conditions. Absolute gas temperatures at the turbine inlet is 

𝑇0 and outlet –𝑇20, compressor inlet –𝑇1 and outlet –𝑇21, and at the mixing chamber outlet –𝑇3. Adiabatic exponents –

𝑘0, 𝑘1, 𝑘3; gas constants –𝑅0, 𝑅1, 𝑅3; and average isobaric heat capacities –𝑐𝑝0, 𝑐𝑝1, 𝑐𝑝3 for the flow through the turbine, 

compressor and mixing chamber, respectively. Efficiency factors for the turbine and compressor – 𝜂0 , and 𝜂1 , 

respectively. The gas mass flow rate through the turbine –�̇�0 and compressor –�̇�1. The power of additional energy 

source, e.g., additional engine–𝑁3 (connected to the rotor shaft); power of additional heat source –𝐿2 (as applied to the 

schemes in Figures 2 to 5, 9, 10). Gas pressure at the turbine inlet is 𝑃0 and outlet –𝑃2, at the compressor inlet –𝑃1 and 

outlet –𝑃2. 

Here, the turbomachine variants are predominantly considered for the following conditions. 

𝑇0 > 𝑇20 > 𝑇1  (5) 

𝑇0 > 𝑇21 > 𝑇1  (6) 

The gas, leaving the compressor with a temperature of 𝑇21 periodically directly cools the turbine blades. If we denote 

the total turbine operation time by 𝑥0 and the overall cooling time of these blades by 𝑥2, then it is possible to introduce 

a dimensionless parameter X characterizing the cooling conditions of the turbine blades: 

𝑋 =
𝑥2

𝑥0
  (7) 

When discussing the presented topic, it is possible to use the well-known mathematical dependencies, usually used 

for various thermal machines and turbojet engines [35, 36]. The degree of pressure reduction in the turbine is 

𝜋0 =
𝑃0

𝑃2
  (8) 

The degree of pressure increase in the compressor is: 

𝜋1 =
𝑃2

𝑃1
  (9) 

The specific work of the turbine is: 

𝑙0 =
𝑘0

𝑘0−1
𝑅0𝑇0 (1 − 𝜋0

1−𝑘0
𝑘0 ) 𝜂0  (10) 

The specific work of the compressor is: 

𝑙1 =
𝑘1

𝑘1−1
𝑅1𝑇1 (𝜋1

𝑘1−1

𝑘1 − 1) 𝜂1
−1   (11) 

The ratio of the mass flow rates is: 

�̇� =
�̇�1

�̇�0
  (12) 
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The specific work of the additional engine is: 

𝑙3 =
𝑁3

�̇�0
  (13) 

The specific work balance is: 

𝑙3 + 𝑙0 = �̇�𝑙1  (14) 

𝑁3

�̇�0
+

𝑘0

𝑘0−1
𝑅0𝑇0 (1 − 𝜋0

1−𝑘0
𝑘0 ) 𝜂0 = �̇�

𝑘1

𝑘1−1
𝑅1𝑇1 (𝜋1

𝑘1−1

𝑘1 − 1) 𝜂1
−1  (15) 

Note that a separate rotor blade in the new mesh turbomachine periodically participates in the turbine and compressor 

workflows. This peculiarity of the workflow should be considered in developing new theories and software for such 

mesh machines. 

The thermal balance of the mixing chamber is: 

�̇�0𝑐𝑝0𝑇20 + �̇�1𝑐𝑝1𝑇21 + 𝐿2 = (�̇�0 + �̇�1)𝑐𝑝3𝑇3  (16) 

Gas temperature after the turbine is: 

𝑇20 = 𝑇0 (1 − (1 − 𝜋0

1−𝑘0
𝑘0 ) 𝜂0)  (17) 

Gas temperature after the compressor is: 

𝑇21 = 𝑇1 (1 + (𝜋1

𝑘1−1

𝑘1 − 1) 𝜂1
−1)  (18) 

It is well-known that restrictions on the gas velocity and temperature at the turbomachine outlet can be (for example, 

for some aircraft with vertical takeoff and landing). In this regard, when calculating and considering mesh 

turbomachines, it is necessary to choose individual or complex optimization criteria, considering the conditions for the 

specific application problem. 

The patenting stage of the technical solution included calculations confirming the operability of the proposed 

turbomachine (Figures 2 to 5). Tables 1 to 3 partially present information on them. In calculations 1 and 2, the working 

gas is methane (such as gas from a gas well with high reservoir pressure), and the pumped gas is also methane (such as 

gas from a gas well with low reservoir pressure).The pumped gas (methane) temperature at the compressor inlet is 𝑇1 =
300 К, the gas constant 𝑅0 = 𝑅1 = 523 J/(kg ∗ K),adiabatic exponents𝑘0 = 𝑘1 = 1.31,isobaric heat capacities 𝑐𝑝0 =
𝑐𝑝1 = 2483 J/(kg ∗ K),and the pressure variation range is 0.2 MPa ≤ 𝑃1 ≤ 0.5 MPa. Here, the pressure increase in the 

compressor is 1.2 ≤ 𝜋1 ≤ 3, where 𝜋1 = 𝑃2/𝑃1. 

Table 1. Initial data and results of calculation 1 

№ Т0 Р0 Р1 Р2 P2/P1 �̇�𝟎 �̇�𝟏 �̇�𝟏/�̇�𝟎 

 К MPa MPa MPa / kg/s kg/s / 

1 300 10 0.20 0.60 3.00 1 0.57 0.57 

2 300 10 0.25 0.60 2.40 1 0.74 0.74 

3 300 10 0.30 0.60 2.00 1 0.95 0.95 

4 300 10 0.35 0.60 1.71 1 1.25 1.25 

5 300 10 0.40 0.60 1.50 1 1.69 1.69 

6 300 10 0.45 0.60 1.33 1 2.42 2.42 

7 300 10 0.50 0.60 1.20 1 3.86 3.86 

Table 2. Initial data and results of calculation 2 

№ Т0 Р0 Р1 Р2 P2/P1 �̇�𝟎 �̇�𝟏 �̇�𝟏/�̇�𝟎 

 К MPa MPa MPa / kg/s kg/s / 

1 500 10 0.20 0.60 3.00 1 0.96 0.96 

2 500 10 0.25 0.60 2.40 1 1.23 1.23 

3 500 10 0.30 0.60 2.00 1 1.59 1.59 

4 500 10 0.35 0.60 1.71 1 2.08 2.08 

5 500 10 0.40 0.60 1.50 1 2.82 2.82 

6 500 10 0.45 0.60 1.33 1 4.03 4.03 

7 500 10 0.50 0.60 1.20 1 6.43 6.43 
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Table 3. Initial data and results of calculation 3 

№ Т0 Р0 Р1 Р2 P2/P1 �̇�𝟎 �̇�𝟏 �̇�𝟏/�̇�𝟎 

 К MPa MPa MPa / kg/s kg/s / 

1 623 10 0.20 0.60 3.00 1 1.06 1.06 

2 623 10 0.25 0.60 2.40 1 1.37 1.37 

3 623 10 0.30 0.60 2.00 1 1.77 1.77 

4 623 10 0.35 0.60 1.71 1 2.32 2.32 

5 623 10 0.40 0.60 1.50 1 3.13 3.13 

6 623 10 0.45 0.60 1.33 1 4.47 4.47 

7 623 10 0.50 0.60 1.20 1 7.15 7.15 

The efficiency factors in calculations 1 and 2 are for the turbine 𝜂0 = 0.5and the compressor 𝜂1 = 0,7. The ratio of 

mass flow rates �̇� = �̇�1/�̇�0 in calculation 1 varies from 0.57 to 3.86 (Table 1). Calculation 2 considers the variant with 

working gas heating before entering the turbine. The working gas (methane) temperature at the turbine inlet 𝑇0 = 500 К. 

The ratio of mass flow rates �̇� = �̇�1/�̇�0 varies in the range from 0.96 to 6.43 (Table 2). 

In calculation 3, the working gas is superheated water steam (e.g., from a steam generator) and the pumped gas is 

methane (such as gas from a gas well with low reservoir pressure). The working gas temperature at the turbine inlet is 

𝑇0 = 623 К , the pumped gas (methane) temperature at the compressor inlet 𝑇1 = 300 К , the gas constant for 

superheated steam 𝑅0 = 463J/(kg*K) and methane 𝑅1 = 523J/(kg*K), the adiabatic exponent for superheated steam 

𝑘0 =1.3, and the pressure variation range is 0.2 MPa≤ 𝑃1 ≤0.5 MPa,isobaric heat capacity of superheated water steam 

𝑐𝑝0=4012 J/(kg*K) at 10 MPa,efficiency factors for the turbine 𝜂0=0,5 and compressor 𝜂1=0,7,the ratios of mass flow 

rates �̇� = �̇�1/�̇�0 vary from 1.06 to 7.15 (Table 3). Here, the degree of pressure increases in the compressor 1,2 ≤ 𝜋1 ≤
3 , where 𝜋1 = 𝑃2/𝑃1. Figure 11 shows the calculation dependences of �̇� on 𝜋1. 

 

Figure 11. Calculation dependences of q ̇ on π_1at different values of the working gas temperature: 300 K (calculation 1); 

400 K; 500 K (calculation 2); 623 K (calculation 3) 

At the late stage of developing gas fields, it is necessary to solve the relevant problem associated with booster 

compressor stations at the inlet pressure of P1≤0.5 MPa. Under these conditions, it is difficult to provide cost-effective 

operation of expensive compressors at rapid change (decrease) of formation pressure at producing wells. However, at 

wells with high-reservoir pressure, gas energy loses and dissipates in the choke at the mouth of each such well. Eco-

friendly gas energy from wells with high reservoir pressure can be used to operate a booster compressor station and for 

the cost-effective operating production wells with low-reservoir pressure. Calculations have shown (Figure 11) that it is 

possible to use methane and water steam as working gas separately or together for the turbomachine operation. By 

monitoring parameters of water steam, it is possible to adjust turbomachine operation mode to conditions of change in 

parameters of gas flows 𝑃1 and 𝑃0. It is well-known that turbines can also use propane or butane gas phase. These 

variants will make it possible to expand the regulation range of turbomachines and individual compressors. 

Calculation 4 considers one example applied to a small aircraft (e.g., a UAV) on the possibility of increasing thrust 

and reducing fuel consumption by using atmospheric air in addition to the working gas from the gas generator. This 
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example can use the scheme shown in Figures 9 and 10 and simultaneously implement two workflows – compressor 

and turbine in the turbomachine impeller. It would be logical to assume that such universality would entail some 

reduction in the energy efficiency of one or both of these workflows (compared with the optimized classical compressors 

and turbines). To quantify such considerations, it was decided to conduct a computational experiment to determine, in 

the first approximation, the level of turbine efficiency when a positive effect on the increase in thrust and decrease in 

fuel consumption can be expected to occur. The turbine efficiency 𝜂0 served as a variable in these calculations. 

The working hot gas from the gas generator comes to the turbine inlet at the pressure in the combustion chamber 

𝑃0 = 0.9 MPa. The working gas temperature at the turbine inlet 𝑇0 = 2000 К, turbine outlet pressure 𝑃2 = 0.19 MPa, 

and degree of pressure reduction 𝜋0 = 4.74 . The atmospheric air is the pumped gas. The air temperature at the 

compressor inlet is 𝑇1 = 300 К, the compressor inlet pressure 𝑃1 = 0.1 MPa and outlet pressure 𝑃2 = 0.19 МPa, the 

degree of pressure increase 𝜋1 = 1.9, and the compressor efficiency 𝜂1 = 0.7. In this example, a mixture of working 

gas with atmospheric air from the zone with pressure 𝑃2 = 0.19 MPa discharges into the atmosphere with pressure 𝑃1 =
0.1 MPa. The symbol for the temperature of such a gas mixture at the outlet to the atmosphere is 𝑇3. 

Table 4 and Figure 12 show the individual calculation results. 

Table 4. The results of calculation 4 

𝜼𝟎 𝑻𝟑, 𝐊 �̇� 𝑲𝑭 𝑲𝑮 

0.00 1663.72 0.00 0.60 1.67 

0.05 1249.19 0.42 0.74 1.36 

0.10 1022.26 0.83 0.86 1.16 

0.20 781.01 1.66 1.09 0.91 

0.30 654.58 2.50 1.31 0.76 

0.40 576.76 3.33 1.53 0.65 

0.50 524.03 4.16 1.74 0.58 

0.60 485.94 4.99 1.94 0.52 

0.70 457.15 5.82 2.14 0.47 

 

Figure 12. Calculation dependences of operating parameters in calculation 4 

To analyze the calculation results, it is possible to introduce an additional parameter – coefficient of the fuel 

consumption change𝐾𝐺  = 𝐺/𝐺0, where 𝐺0 – specific fuel consumption of gas generator [kg/(h×H)]; G – specific fuel 

consumption for the entire system, including the gas generator and connected turbomachine [kg/(h×H)]. 

The considered gas-dynamic system is open to using well-known technology for implementing afterburner modes 

to increase thrust. Figure 13 graphically shows the calculation results, considering the additional heat input from the 

chemical reaction of a hydrocarbon fuel with the oxygen of atmospheric air passing through the flow path of the hybrid 

turbomachine (in this calculation example, the heating value of hydrocarbon fuel was 30 MJ/kg). In this example, 

calculations show that the afterburner mode can increase the thrust twice compared with the mode without afterburner 

or can increase the thrust 4-fold compared with the option of a traditional gas generator provided that turbine efficiency 

is technically achievable at the level of 𝜂0 = 0.65 in the combination with the compressor (𝜂1 = 0.7). Other examples 

and variants of hybrid turbomachines can be considered while continuing applied scientific research and solving 

optimization problems with the appropriate specification of working parameters. 
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Figure 13. Calculation dependences of operating parameters (for afterburner operating mode) 

The stage of patenting new technical solutions [6] included computer simulation (CFD) of a hybrid turbomachine. 

For example, Figures 14 and 15 graphically show selected CFD results. 

 

Figure 14. Results of computer simulation (example with liquid media) 

 

Figure 15. Results of computer simulation (example with gas media) 
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Numerical experiments were performed using the Star CCM+ software package. In the calculations, the model 

described by the averaged Reynolds Navier-Stokes equations with turbulence taken into account was used. The "k-e" 

turbulence model for any "y+" was applied. The total number of cells was about 1.5 million. We used a computer with 

the following parameters: CPU type: Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-10750U CPU @ 2.60GHz; RAM: 16 GB; Operating system: 

Windows 10. In this example, calculations (Figure 14) used a one-component incompressible medium (water). The 

working fluid flows to the turbine inlet at pressure 𝑃0 = 1,0 MPa. The working and pumped liquid temperature at the 

turbine's inlet is 𝑇0 = 20°C. The pressure at the turbine outlet is 𝑃2 = 0,1 MPa. A variant of turbomachine operation in 

𝑃1 = 0,1 MPa mode has been considered. The ratio of mass flow rates �̇� = �̇�1/�̇�0, according to the calculation, was 

4.828 at the impeller speed of 1750 rpm. 

In the calculations (Figure 15), an ideal gas (air) model described by Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations 

with turbulence taken into account was used. For a compressible medium with supersonic flows, "Coupled Flow" was 

used. Working gas at pressure 𝑃0 = 0,5 MPa and temperature 𝑇0 = 2000℃ is fed to the turbine inlet. The pressure at 

the outlet of the turbine is 𝑃0 = 0,5 MPa. The variant of turbomachine operation in the turbofan mode at 𝑃2 = 0,1 MPa 

is considered. The temperature of the pumped gas at the turbine inlet is 𝑇1 = 20℃. The ratio of mass flows �̇� = �̇�1/�̇�0, 

according to calculation, was 7.235 at the impeller speed of 25,000 rpm. 

The calculation results confirm the operability of the proposed and patented technical solution and show the prospect 

of developing applied scientific research in the field of hybrid turbomachines. 

3.4. Some Generalizations 

A summary of the results of scientific research performed in 2021 and 2022 [1–6] makes it possible to say the 

following: 

 As part of developing Euler's ideas, a new scientific direction for the study of mesh turbomachines equipped with 

mesh jet control systems has been formed; 

 For the first time, the issue of turbomachines, where the individual rotor blades alternately cyclically perform 

either the turbine function or the compressor (or pump) function, became subject to extensive discussion; 

 For the first time, the issue of extreme conditions of a new mesh jet control system became subject to extensive 

discussion, and for the first time, it has been shown that at the nozzle outlet, the jet can deflect an angle from +180o 

to –180o within the geometric sphere. 

The scope of the obtained results includes power engineering, oil and gas production, and processing. Some of the 

results apply to aviation and marine transportation systems. The obtained results also outlined the ways of developing 

new mesh engines where the fuel-air mixture combusts at constant volume or pressure using liquid, gaseous, or solid 

fuel. 

The presented research paper solved the following main project tasks: 

 It revealed promising directions for developing technologies and techniques using mesh turbomachines, which are 

possible to attribute to hybrid machines; 

 It revealed new opportunities for improving the methodology of designing turbomachines within the training of 

modern designers because of the proposed novel modifications of turbomachines and a new direction of work for 

developing Euler's ideas. 

It is well known that the class of turbomachines includes two subclasses: 1) "executing machines" and 2) "engine 

machines." Within the philosophy of engineering, other subclasses may exist. For educational purposes in training 

designers, the following additional subclasses of hybrid turbomachines are possible: "engine-executing machines," 

"driving machines," "gas-generator machines," "heat-exchanging machines," "mixing machines," and "separating 

machines." It is possible to consider the main workflow or several main workflows in a hybrid turbomachine (we are 

talking about several workflows occurring in one turbomachine impeller). In a hybrid turbomachine, it is possible to 

consider one or more energy sources, including sources operating on different physical principles. 

4. Conclusions 

4.1. Scientific Novelty 

As part of developing Euler's ideas, a new scientific direction for studying and developing hybrid mesh 

turbomachines equipped with mesh jet control systems has been formed. It is well-known that the classification of 

turbomachines should reflect the level of historical development of this technique. But it is possible to suggest (wish): 

the classification of turbomachines should also reflect plans (possible variants) of turbomachine development, for 

example, hybrid turbomachines, so that a student or graduate student could see more clearly prospects to apply his forces 
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in science and technology, and so a young scientist could also see the outlines of that "new," which is possible to create 

(but this "new" does not exist yet physically). 

4.2. The Theoretical Contribution 

The working hypothesis is put forward: "In the general case, in a turbomachine impeller, a separate blade can 

periodically participate in several workflows of energy transformation (or energy redistribution), in one fluid flow (the 

working body), or several flows of different fluids." This research has revealed the promising directions of theory 

development to create turbomachines, including hybrid ones, and new opportunities for the improvement of the 

methodology of turbomachine design to train designers. 

4.3. Practical Significance 

In current conditions, the most relevant problem is reducing energy costs to implement production processes, and in 

this regard, the role of turbomachines significantly increases. The scope of the obtained results includes power 

engineering, oil and gas production, and processing. Separate results apply to aviation and marine transport systems. 

4.4. Limitations and Further Research 

Limitations related to the difficulty of calculating nonstationary processes within the existing gas and fluid dynamics 

as applied to hybrid mesh turbomachines. At this research stage, the role of bench tests will be decisive in obtaining new 

scientific information. The research development can relate to evaluating the scientific and practical potential of hybrid 

mesh turbomachinery. 
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